AABC to Exhibit at AHR Expo 2020
Presenting on Fundamentals of Test, Adjust, & Balance
for Engineers, Cx & Energy Providers

For Media Information Contact:
Ed Armstrong, (202) 737-0202 Ed@aabc.com
(Washington, D.C. January 16, 2020) – The Associated Air Balance Council (AABC) will exhibit at AHR Expo 2020, the
world’s largest HVACR marketplace, in booth 6253, collocated with its affiliated associations, the AABC Commissioning
Group and Energy Management Association.
Highlights of AABC’s appearance include a presentation led by Mike Kelly, TBE, CxA (American Testing, Inc.),
Fundamentals of Test, Adjust, & Balance for Engineers, Cx & Energy Providers. This practical, information-packed session
explains many of the key test and balance challenges—from practical system design considerations, to the TAB Process,
to obtaining meaningful and useful data—that if properly addressed in cooperation with an independent TAB firm, can
ensure that any project goes smoothly. (Feb. 3, 2:30 PM - 3:30 PM Room W312C)
AABC is a co-presenter of CxEnergy 2020 the only conference and expo dedicated exclusively to Cx and energy
management (April 6-9, San Diego, CA). Attendees of the Technical Program earn continuing education credits for
presentations covering Cx and energy management, updates of key standards (e.g. ASHRAE 90.1 and California Title 24),
and topics such as cybersecurity for energy managers. New this year is HyperScale Data Center Commissioning and
Construction, a 2-hour session bringing together experts from industry heavyweights like Google, Facebook and
Microsoft with Cx providers and contractors for a lively discussion on commissioning facilities. Also new this year, in
partnership with the Uptime Institute, a full-day seminar entitled Introduction Mission Critical Environments.
CxEnergy offers pre-conference workshops and seminars such as AABC’s TAB & Cx Seminar for CxAs and certification
exams for Certified Commissioning Authority (CxA) and Energy Management Professional (EMP). CxEnergy’s Expo Hall
showcases a variety of products including controls, software, instruments, metering devices and services targeted
specifically to Cx, energy management, engineering and testing firms. The event features networking activities such as
EMA’s CxEnergy Open Golf Tournament at the nearby Steele Canyon Golf Course.
AABC is a nonprofit association of qualified independent test and balance (TAB) agencies that establishes industry
standards for the field measurement and documentation of HVAC systems, and provides education, technical training,
and certification for its members.
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